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PROJECT TO BUILD A SENIOR HOME IN THE ALGARVE WITH 80 BEDROOMS

€ 2.000.000

PROPERTY DETAILS

Bedrooms: 80

Bathrooms: 0

Private Area: 10628

Size of plot: 8780

Gross Construction Area:

Pool:

Construction year:

Energy Efficiency: A

Health / Luxury Senior Home with Vip Clinic. Plot of land with project for a 
building complex within 3 floors designated for housing / apartments 
distributed the following types: 2 two-bedroom apartments, 3 one-bedroom 
apartments and 54 studio apartments, plus an additional hotel/home with 21 
rooms with a total capacity of 164 users in 82 double beds. The main 
buildings include services for private and common use of the hotel, an 
independent clinic and SPA, panoramic restaurant, café, bar, conference 
rooms and training, as well as parking garages, storage rooms and technical 
areas in the basement and parking lots and recreational areas around.
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Important notice: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at 
the time they were taken. Areas, measurements, layout plans and distances are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as a statement of fact. All 
property details have been provided by the seller and should not be considered factually accurate about the property, its condition or value. Exclusive Living 
Mediacao Imobiliaria Lda. holds no responsibility to the accuracy of the information and will not be held liable for any errors on any representation on the 
property. A buyer must not rely on this information without conducting an inspection or hiring professionals for surveys or legal services to verify all details and 
documentation prior to a property purchase.
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